
Very happy with this Pest control company.
Gino was easy to communicate with, punctual and very professional.
He showed us a few entry points for us to keep an eye on during the
year. Something not done before by others. Price as quoted.
Very friendly guy, highly recommend Gino and this company.
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84 Bergin Cct, Leppington NSW 2179

5 STAR REVIEWS

Highly recommend Gino.
Great value for money friendly honest and takes pride in his work went
out of his way to show me improvements I can make around the house
to help protect it even more

 (02) 9820 5534

Gino is a great guy. Very professional and will advice you on how to
keep your home safe from pests by identifying the spots from where
you might have future pest growth. He inspected each and every corner
of the house and did a great job as soon as he started spraying all the
bugs started coming out cockroaches, spiders etc from hiding and
started slowly dying.

Absolutely awesome job and will definitely recommend Gino.

Thanks for your help Gino.

I live out in Rossmore/Leppington on acreage so spiders and insects are
a real problem. I called Ceyhan from OCG to come out and do a spray
and I thought he was just going to do a once over and that's it. However
he was very thorough with every part of the house inside and out, did
an inspection of entry points and gave me a few tips on how to keep
spiders and insects out. Highly recommend and will use his service
again

This is the 2nd year we used OCG pest control Termite inspection. We
make sure that we do pest control yearly before summer comes in. This
year was no different from last year. They are always on time, respectful,
and would even give tips to avoid bugs or rodents to come to our house.

The fee is also very reasonable considering the kind of top notch service
and add on advice that you are getting. Very Very professional! I would
recommend them to my neighbors and friends and will sure book them
again next year. Thank you for keeping our home pest free!! And i end
this by saying they found a red back spider with its eggs outside our
front garden hiding under a plant and a rock... which i would never see...
This is why you hire experts... and why i never skip pest control before
summer.... 

Thank you soooo much OCG pest control!!! 

Ceyhan from Ocg pest control leppington did a great job. Very thorough.
Advised things id never thought of to prevent. His safe chemicals killed
redbacks and paper wasps instantly. He was also very cautious and
careful around our birds and cats. The chemical had no smell what so
ever and left no stains.

Highly recommended to all our family and friends. Best pest control in
leppington by far. Thanks guys!

We had Gino perform a termite inspection and general pest inspection
and treatment for our property. He was awesome and really thorough
in his work, explaining every step of the process and what he was
looking for and why he was doing each step. He also was great with our
pets and really nice overall. Would 100% recommend to anyone needing
pest protection and termite inspection.

I would highly recommend the guys at OCG. They took the time to go
through the house thoroughly and show me insect access points and
gave great tips to stop them from getting into the house. Really
professional, on time and very friendly. Thought I didn't have a problem
at all until dying roaches started dripping from the ceiling within
minutes of the spray, which was really surprising since I hadn't seen
any up until that point. Great job guys

Awesome service from OCG. Gino is very professional, easy to deal with
and will accommodate any specific requirements. Very knowledgeable
and explained the procedures and results.Provided a very thorough and
excellent service. I would definitely recommend them to anyone without
any hesitation.

Friendly staff. Safe, effective, reliable service.
I wouldn't hesitate recommending OCG Pest Control should anyone
require this service.

OCG Pest Control provides best of the best service you can ever get
regarding pest control. OCG pest control has performed termite
protection measures for all of the projects of Sandtech property group.
So far he has provided services to 35 newly built houses and 4
renovation with alteration. In one word, OCG Pest Control is most
reliable, affordable, punctual and best customer service. As an example,
OCG (gino) installed perimeter termite protection at one of our projects
at Leppington within 12 hours of placing the request to him. It was a
urgent request to him with really short notice but he has done the job
by squeezing me in within his today's schedule. I would always
recommend OCG Pest Control to every one.

Gino was professional and friendly. Loved the service! I will definitely
recommend OCG pest control.

Gino was very enthusiastic and professional, he also helped in
discussing openings to the house where pests are entering and how we
could try to close the gaps. Very happy with his service haven't had
any creepy crawlys inside the house since.

Excellent service! Great communication. Very efficient. Highly
recommend!!!
Thanks Gino! Very much appreciated!

Gino is the Real Spiderman!
As fast as a few minutes, the spiders were crawling
out of their hiding places ready to die.

I highly recommend Gino Ocg he is the best in the business I called him
straight away and was so easy going as well as amazing to work with,
he's so friendly and a absolute gentleman to talk to, he goes above and
beyond for he's customers and treats them like family, anyone looking
for a professional job I can highly say as a professional wall and floor
tiler and being in the business for over 10 years he is nothing short
from amazing and always on time and provides the best service, anyone
looking for nothing short of perfection give Gino a call, he won't
disappoint 

Professional, on time very easy to deal with.
Good quality products no odours, kid and pet friendly.
Highly recommend!

Excellent service, very knowledgable and expert professional. Provides
value add service which no one offers as per my experiance such as
inspection of the house, specific advices and guidance how to prevent
pest in future. I will definately get his servoces again. Exceeded my
expectations! Would highly recommend.

Great pest control work done with pride and care. Really went above
and beyond to ensure my pest problem was eradicated. Would highly
recommend!
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Gino was polite, thoughtful, knowledgeable and effective. I would
recommend him.

 www.ocgpestcontrol.com.au
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Best pest control company I’ve ever used. Highly recommend!

Adam Lusic

Thanks Gino, great service,fair pricing and very polite and
professional!

Remon Morcos

Very professional and friendly service
Good attention to details
Spend extra time to provide advice to the customer
I would highly recommend and use again

Sudip P

Very good and professional and easy to deal. Will use his service again.

Healthware Australia

Amazing service as always. Gino is always on time and very reliable.

M.W.
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Awesome guy awesome service. Highly recommended!
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Very professional highly recommended
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Excellent work!

JIAWEI WU (Bigmico)

Positive: Professionalism, Punctuality, Quality

Pete M

Service: Termite inspection
Positive: Professionalism, Punctuality, Value

Manoj Kumar
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Services: Spider extermination, Cockroach extermination
Positive: Professionalism, Punctuality, Quality, Responsiveness,
Value

Sud Chak

Services: Termite inspection, Bed bug extermination, Spider
extermination, Cockroach extermination, Bee extermination, Rodent
extermination
Positive: Professionalism, Punctuality, Quality, Responsiveness, Value

Mo Hamad
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Positive: Professionalism, Quality

Gabriele Annetta
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Service: Cockroach extermination
Positive: Professionalism, Responsiveness, Value

Raouf Razzouk

Services: Cockroach extermination, Rodent extermination, Ant
extermination

Misha Sinian
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Service: Rodent extermination
Positive: Professionalism, Punctuality, Responsiveness

 www.ocgpestcontrol.com.au
 (02) 9820 5534

84 Bergin Cct, Leppington NSW 2179
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He gives the best service and advice. I recommend him.

Gino was very professional and was thorough and quick. Highly
recommend him
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